M5: FRENCH MEETING

Saturday January 16th:
Partners arrival

Sunday January 17th:
walking tour around a French ski resort (praz de lys sommand) with the host teachers.

Monday, January 18th
Welcoming all partners in the Ecole Primaire de Mélan,
  • tour around the school, presentation of our educational system visit of the kindergarten and the primary school.
  • Songs and dances prepared for the guests by the pupils
  • Class observing: partners were invited to observe a session in French classroom (primary or kindergarten)
Coordination meeting regarding the project activities.
Presentation by each country of the activities carried out in each partner school, description of difficulties encountered.

Meeting with the mayor and the inspector
• manifest delivery to the inspector and to the mayor at the town hall
All partner accompanied by the host school's headmaster and teachers, visited the mayor M Yves Laurat and the inspector of school Mme Annick Serre at the Taninges town hall. They delivered the Manifest and exchanged gifts with the mayor; The inspector spoke about the importance of exchange program and emotional education at school.
Meeting with a local journalist

Introduction to the French traditional folk dance and ball at school
**Tuesday, January 19th**

**Workshop about conflict management** with Anne Sacy Emotional Education Specialist. Partners learned methods and techniques to help pupils to resolve conflicts using Emotional Intelligence.

Guided tour of the « chartreuse de Mélan » and visit at the « maison du patrimoine » of Taninges
Coordination meeting regarding the following project activities
Adaptation of tasks (travel agency) for kindergarten

Discussions about next activities and final product.

Wednesday 20.01.16

Cultural program: trip to Annecy. Visit of the old town, the castle, and the lake.

Thursday, January 21st:
Partners departure